
You need to guide a child through both their reading and their writing . This means that you help a child 
to decode every word (sound out the letters and blend the sounds together in order to read words) 
and encode (sounds out all the sounds in the correct order to write words). The more you guide a child 
to decode and encode, the sooner they will develop the skills they need to read and write fluently. 

1. What to do when a child encodes a word the way it sounds - and it is not the accepted 
spelling:

a. Praise them for writing the word the way it sounds. This will enable us to read and to 
understand what they were trying to communicate.

example: Child writes the word xsalent (excellent)

b. After the child has completed their writing, have them read it to you and praise them.

c. Then guide them to edit their work. (complete the writing rubric* by answering the 
questions as they edit their work.)

b. If the child has words that are not accepted spellings, explain that Noah Webster could have 
spelled the word excellent the way it sounded, but he chose to spell excellent this way:

example: Child writes the word xsalent (excellent). 
 We need to discuss and remember the way Noah chose to spell it:

Noah spelled the /x/ sound with the letters “ex”.
Noah spelled the /s/ sound with the letter “c”..
Noah spelled the /uh/ sound with the letter “e”.
Noah spelled the /l/ sound with 2 letter “l’s”.
Noah spelled the end of the word exactly the way it sounds / e / n / t / .

c. Have the child correct the spelling so they are using the accepted spelling. The more they 
are made aware - in a nurturing, kind way- the better they will learn to use accepted 
spellings.

2.  Analyzing consonant and vowel combinations when a child is attempting to decode a 
word is also very important for them.

example: Child attempts to decode the word science.**
The adult helps the child to analyze the word:
The letters “sc” work together in this word to represent the / s / sound.
The letter “i” represents its name, / I /.
The middle letters “e” and “n” are read the normal way.
The letters “ce” work together to represent the / s / sound.

example:  Child attempts to decode the word knot.
Whenever a letter “k” at the beginning of a word is followed by the letter “n” it is not 
said. It is silent. (This empowers a child to transfer and apply this knowledge to accurately 
decode other words like: knee, kneel, knock, know, knight, knit, knob, and knife.)

*   The Writing Rubric is a free down load from the Magic Penny Reading website.
** A child should be taught to use a Magic Reading Penny for difficult words. See a demonstration of how to use a 
Magic Reading Penny at www.magicpennyreading.com. Click on the tab “What You Need to Know”  and  then
scroll down to click on the Magic Penny. Please be sure to have your sound turned on.

Helpful Advice from Magic Penny Reading
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